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COUNTY HEALTH
UPDATE
by Matthew Leslie
Approaching
mid-September,
California’s cumulative number of
COVID-19 cases is nearing a quarter
million, deaths are nearly 14,000, and
12,389,991 total number of tests have
been performed statewide for the presence of the virus.
Locally, Fullerton has recorded 2,289
cumulative cases, a rise of 452 from
1,857 at the end of August. By comparison, the City added 1,228 cumulative
cases in the month of July, suggesting
that transmission is slowing. Fifty
Fullerton residents have died from the
virus since the pandemic began. The
Fullerton Community Center remains
closed for regular activities, although it
did re-open briefly early in September to
serve as a cooling center during the heat
wave and recently hosted an Emergency
Rental Assistance Program Event. The
Fullerton Public Library has been open
for pick-up service only. The City
Council meets in person, although City
committees and commissions continue
to meet virtually.
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Remembering Roy Kobayashi: Roy Kobayashi, who helped found the Fullerton Observer,
passed away on September 1, 2020. Read tribute on pg. 3.

EPA Adds Orange County North Basin Site to
Superfund National Priorities List
The U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) announced on September
1 the addition of the Orange County
North Basin groundwater contamination
site, which includes parts of Fullerton,
Anaheim, and Placentia, to the
Superfund National Priorities List
(NPL), making it now eligible for federal funding and support for cleanup.
Releases of contamination at this site
pose human health and environmental
risks, according to the EPA.
The Orange County North Basin is
part of the larger Orange County
Groundwater Basin. The North Basin
groundwater is contaminated with a

plume of chlorinated solvents and other
contaminants and it covers approximately five square miles.
According to the Orange County
Water
District
(OCWD),
“Manufacturing industries operating
primarily in the 1950s, 60s and 70s left
a legacy of industrial pollutants at their
former factories. The pollutants, mostly
volatile organic compounds (VOCs),
including solvents and degreasers, have
migrated through the soils and are now
leaching into the underlying groundwater.
Continued on page 3
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by Jesse La Tour
Incumbent Ling Ling Chang (R) and
Josh Newman (D) are running against
each other for California’s 29th State
Senate seat in the general election on
November 3.
The district straddles the intersection
of 3 counties: Los Angeles, Orange, and
San Bernardino. Centered on the Chino
Hills and the northern Santa Ana Valley,
District 29 has arms extending into
Walnut in the north and Cypress in the
west, and includes Fullerton.
About Ling Ling Chang
Born in Taiwan, Chang and her family
immigrated to the United States when
she was 3-years old. She was raised in
Diamond Bar and graduated from
Diamond Bar High School. In 2005, she
was elected to the Walnut Valley Water

District Board and was then elected
twice to the Diamond Bar City Council.
Chang was elected to the California
Assembly in the 55th district in 2014. In
2016, she lost the race for the 29th
District State Senate seat to Newman.
After Newman was recalled by voters in
2018, Chang won the seat. She is the
incumbent.
About Josh Newman
Newman served as an officer in the
United States Army following his graduation from Yale University. After leaving the service, he worked in technology
and film production. He founded
ArmedForce2Workforce, a not-for-profit initiative to assist young veterans in
the pursuit of career-oriented employment.
Continued on page 5
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Dustups Continue over Radioactive
Waste Storage at San Onofre
by Sarah Mosko

Commission, and NRC are gambling
public safety on unproven repair
methodology piggy-backed on already
inferior dry storage canisters that need to
last far longer than originally intended.
This situation is partly due to the federal government’s failure to construct a
mandated permanent national repository
for storing the country’s highly radioactive nuclear waste, leaving U.S. nuclear
plants saddled with storing spent fuel
on-site indefinitely.
Objections to eliminating the pools
revolve around this specter of stranded
radioactive waste remaining on-site for
the foreseeable future, with no means to
repackage it, together with concerns
about the canisters Edison chose and
SONGS’s beachfront location.

The decommissioning of San Onofre
Nuclear Generating Station (SONGS)
has been riddled with controversies
since it was shuttered in 2013, undermining public confidence in Southern
California Edison’s management of
highly radioactive nuclear waste which
will be stored on-site for the foreseeable
future.
In 2018 for example, a whistleblower
exposed how a 54-ton canister loaded
with radioactive waste nearly plummeted 18 feet because of a design flaw and
human error, prompting the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) to cite
Edison with the most serious violation
ever imposed on a spent fuel licensee.
The most recent dispute centers on the
green light the California Coastal
Inferior Storage Canisters
Commission gave Edison on July 16 to
SONGS uses two models of thinremove the cooling pools where spent
walled
(5/8 inch thick), welded shut,
fuel rods were submerged for several
stainless
steel canisters (Holtec and
years to begin cooling down. Edison
Areva).
They
are warranted only for
argued the pools aren’t needed anymore
manufacturing
defects
and for just 10-25
because the rods have all
years.
Thick-walled
casks
been transferred into dry
(10-19
inch)
with
bolted
storage canisters.
lids, as survived the
Each of SONGS’s 123
Fukushima earthquake and
canisters holds roughly
In
2018,
a
tsunami, are standard
the same amount of
throughout most of the
whistleblower
Cesium-137 as released
world.
during
the
1986
exposed how a
Nuclear safety advocates
Chernobyl disaster.
54-ton canister
point
to evidence that thinAt issue is this: If a
loaded
with
walled
canisters are vulnercanister were to begin
able
to
cracking yet can’t
radioactive waste
degrading, creating risk
be
inspected
for tiny cracks
of radiation release,
nearly plummeted
which
can
grow
through
returning it to the cool18 feet because
the
canister
wall.
They
are
ing pools is the only
of
a
design
flaw
critical
of
NRC
for
ignormeans whereby the conand human error. ing established safety
tents could be repackcodes for nuclear pressure
aged into a new canister.
vessels used for storage
Nonetheless,
Edison
and transport of nuclear
convinced the Coastal
waste (American Society
Commission that an
of
Mechanical
Engineers, ASME N3)
untested, unapproved nickel “cold
when
they
approved
SONGS’s canisters
spray” overlay technology could be
which
can’t
be
inspected
by proven
applied to patch degrading canisters,
methodology
(liquid
penetrant).
making the cooling pools unnecessary.
Instead, Edison applied a robotic camNRC spokesperson David McIntyre
era
in 2019 to eight Holtec canisters to
confirmed that NRC has neither evaluatcharacterize
the extent of canister scraped nor approved any method for fixing a
ing/gouging
incurred during downloadcanister. The only sure solution is to
ing
into
their
holes in the in-ground conreplace the canister.
crete
storage
pad. Because of the small
Many nuclear safety advocates in
clearance
between
a canister and the
Orange and San Diego counties are outguide
ring
at
the
mouth
of the hole, canraged, believing Edison, the Coastal

SONGS is situated within 50 miles of 8 million people,
sandwiched between the ocean and the I-5 Freeway.
isters are routinely scraped/gouged,
potentially initiating cracking.
Edison admitted their improvised
camera technique doesn’t qualify as a
formal inspection, yet the NRC accepted
Edison’s conclusion that damage to the
canisters during downloading poses no
current credible threat.
Thin-walled canisters also fail to
block gamma or neutron radiation so
require additional individual thick concrete containers for storage and thick
metal containers for transport. The
unsealed steel-lined concrete containers
require air vents for convection cooling.

Marine Environment
SONGS is situated within 50 miles of
8 million people, sandwiched between
the ocean and the I-5 Freeway, and
accessible to terrorist attack from either
side. A mysterious two-night swarm of
drones over the Palo Verde nuclear plant
in Arizona last September highlights
vulnerability to malfeasance.
SONGS sits 108 feet from shore in a
known earthquake zone, creating risks
of flooding from sea level rise and shaking and tsunamis from earthquakes. The
in-ground pad holding the Holtec canisters sits just 18 inches above the water
table.
The salty marine environment is a
problem because of vulnerability of
welded-shut stainless steel canisters to
undergo “chloride-induced stress corrosion cracking.” According to the NRC,
once such a crack starts it could grow
through a canister wall in as little as 16
years.
Some Areva canisters at SONGS are
already 17 years old.

Furthermore, a 2019 Department of
Energy report assigned “#1 Priority” to
the risk of through-wall cracking in
welded stainless steel canisters in a
moist salty environment.
Holtec International CEO Kris Singh
acknowledged that even a microscopic
through-wall crack would release millions of curies of radiation. He does not
endorse attempting to repair a damaged
canister.

Nuclear Safety
Advocates’ Ask
Many safety advocates are coalescing
around an identifiable goal: transferring
SONGS’s spent fuel rods into thickwalled casks with safety features lacking in thin-walled canisters.
Thick casks are not vulnerable to
through-wall cracking and meet established ASME N3 nuclear pressure vessel
codes for monitoring and inspection.
They’re repairable and designed for
storage and transport without additional
containment. The contents are retrievable for repackaging, if needed.
By necessity, a specialized fuel handling facility, aka “hot cell,” must be
built on-site to move spent fuel from
thin-walled canisters to thick casks.
Until then, the cooling pools – the only
current means to address canister radiation containment issues – must stay put.
How this controversy over the thinwalled canisters and cooling pools at
SONGS resolves is vitally important to
the entire nation which has over 3,200
thin-walled canisters currently in on-site
storage.

Wildfires Rage Across California
The skies over Fullerton turned a pallid gray-orange last week due to local
wildfires, specifically the Bobcat fire in
Los Angeles County, which has burned
over 26,000 acres, and the El Dorado
Fire in San Bernardino and Riverside
Counties, which has burned over 13,000
acres. The smoke from these fires negatively impacted local air quality, with
residents reporting ash on cars and in
yards.
According
to
the
California
Department of Forestry and Fire
Protection (CAL FIRE), since the beginning of the year, wildfires have burned
over 3.1 million acres in California. This
year’s number of acres burned is 26
times higher than the acres burned in
2019 for the same time period.
So far this year in California, 20 people have died in wildfires, and 6,391
structures have been damaged or

destroyed by wildfires as of September
11.
Daniel Swain, a climate scientist at
UCLA, explained in a recent article in
Scientific American how hotter temperatures, less dependable precipitation, and
snowpack that melts sooner lead to drier
soil and parched vegetation. Climate
change also affects how much moisture
is in the air.
"It's actually drying out the air during
these extreme heat events," which zaps
plants of additional moisture, according
to Swain.
Increasing temperatures and dry vegetation create a tinderbox for wildfires.
On August 18, Governor Gavin
Newsom declared a statewide emergency due to wildfires and extreme
weather conditions.
At a recent press conference, Newsom
spoke of the connection between the

A firefighter battles the El Dorado wildfire in LA County.
increasingly devastating wildfires and
climate change.
“I say this lovingly — not as an ideologue, but as someone who prides himself on being open to argument, interested in evidence — but I quite literally
have no patience for climate change

deniers," Newsom said. "It's completely
inconsistent, that point of view, with the
reality on the ground, the facts as we are
experiencing. You may not believe it
intellectually, but your own eyes, your
own experiences tell a different story."
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Irene and Roy Kobayashi

A TRIBUTE TO ROY KOBAYASHI
by Rusty Kennedy
A Fullerton treasure passed away at
his home on Tuesday, September 1,
2020. Roy Kobayashi was a fierce warrior for justice and a man of the people.
Gracious and tenacious, Roy would
walk and talk to neighbors about the
issues of the day.
He and his wife Irene were founders
and the longest serving volunteers of
The Fullerton Observer community
newspaper.
Roy and my dad Ralph were best
friends who bonded over making

Fullerton a livable town for all people.
Together they helped elect the first
Latino to the Fullerton City Council,
Louis Velasquez.
They founded the Coyote Hills Openspace Organization to Save our
Environment, CHOOSE, and the
Fullerton Citizens for a Livable
Community, in order to oppose misuse
of public funds by a developer.
Roy walked door-to-door for a parade
of losing democrats running for the 39th
congressional district and two winners,
Richard Hanna and our current
Congressmember, Gil Cisneros. Roy

Roy delivering copies of the Fullerton Observer.
walked door-to-door to promote
accountability for the Fullerton Airport
and to oppose repeal of the Rumford
Fair Housing Act.
Roy walked door-to-door because he
was a gracious man with a heart of gold
whose gentle spirit and instinct for justice compelled him to stand up and be
counted.
Roy and Irene and their children
Lorna and Ron were a family dedicated
to giving back, from their humble home

in southwest Fullerton their voices were
heard by the deeds they did.
Roy was an avid jazz enthusiast whose
bumper sticker read, “DIG JAZZ.” His
son Ron carried on this passion and
became one of the Southland’s premier
jazz pianists and band leaders, as well as
social advocate.
It is with a tear in my eye that I write
this tribute to a man who lived simply so
that others may simply live.

EPA Adds Orange County North Basin Site to Superfund National Priorities List
Continued from frontpage
These VOCs have impacted nearby
water supply wells causing four of them
to be taken out of service.”
OCWD, working with EPA, has completed the installation of 25 new monitoring wells at 13 locations. These wells
complement the extensive network of 80
existing monitoring wells OCWD previously installed to understand groundwater contamination in the North Basin
area.
OCWD has already placed into operation an extraction well (EW-1) to
remove contaminants. EW-1 is in the
northeast North Basin area where the
contaminant plume is diving down into
main part of the aquifer (Princinal Zone)
and threatening nearby production
wells. The operation of EW-1 was
deemed too important to wait for EPA
listing because of the threat to nearby
production wells. Continuous extraction
from this well acts as a safety net to capture contamination before it can migrate
downward and into the main part of the
aquifer. That well has been operational
since October 2017.
Seventy percent of the water served in
Orange County is from groundwater,
making the OC basin a critical water
resource for 2.4 million residents in 22
cities. All drinking water currently
served by water purveyors meets federal
and state drinking water standards.
“By placing the Orange County North
Basin Site on the National Priorities
List, the EPA is showing its commitment
to clean up groundwater contamination
in northern Orange County,” EPA
Regional Administrator John Busterud
said. “Today’s action is a big step forward in protecting an essential drinking
water source for generations to come.”
The National Priorities List includes
the nation’s most serious uncontrolled or
abandoned releases of contamination.

The list serves as the basis for prioritizing EPA Superfund cleanup funding and
enforcement actions. Sites included on
the NPL are eligible to receive federal
funding for long-term, permanent
cleanup.
Superfund cleanups provide health
and economic benefits to communities.
Research has shown residential property
values increase up to 24% within 3
miles of sites after cleanup.
The Orange County North Basin site
will be Fullerton’s second Superfund
site. The first was the McColl Dump
Site, which was a repository for oil
refinery waste in the 1940s, and became
a Superfund site in the 1990s, leading to
some environmental remediation
efforts.
To learn more about the North Basin
and Superfund sites, visit www.epa.gov
and and www.ocwd.com.
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COUNTY HEALTH
UPDATE
Continued from front page
The State of California’s Blueprint for
a Safe Economy (covid19.ca.gov/safereconomy), introduced in late August, is
described as a “revised criteria for loosening and tightening restrictions on
activities” as needed in response to
changing metrics used to assess the
severity of the pandemic in individual
counties across the State. The four-tiered
system replaced the County watch list.
According to the State’s website,
“Public health officials are constantly
monitoring data and can step in if necessary.”
The State is allowing Orange County
to move from the most restrictive of its
4 newly-defined tiers, measuring the
intensity of the pandemic as defined by
test positivity rates and adjusted case
rates. On Tuesday, Sept. 8, OC transitioned from the Purple Tier, defined as
having a “Widespread” risk level with
more than 7 new daily cases per 100,000
residents and a greater than 8% test positivity rate, to the “Substantial” Red
Tier, with between 4 and 7 daily new
cases and between 5% and 8% positivity
rate. Orange County’s current number of
cases per 100,000 is 5.2, while its testing
positivity rate is 4.2%. County officials
hope to eventually move to the less
restrictive “Moderate” Orange Tier, and,
ultimately, to the Yellow “Minimal”
Tier, but counties must maintain case
rate and positivity levels for a minimum
of three weeks before moving from one
tier to the next less restrictive one.
Nearly all of southern California, with
current exceptions of Orange and San
Diego Counties, are still in the Purple
Tier, as are the more densely populated
counties in the central and northern
regions of the State. The State’s combined positivity rate is just over 9%,
with a 5.3% test positivity rate.
Moving into the Red Tier allows some
businesses to reopen, but only with
restrictions. Gyms, churches, movie theaters, restaurants, shopping centers, hair
salons and barbershops, personal care
services (massage services, body waxing, tattoo parlors, etc.) may all re-open
with modifications that include accommodating mask wearing, allowing physical distancing, increasing air flow, and
limiting the number of people per square
foot. The requirement to limit activities
that are known to increase virus spread
(like singing, shouting, and heavy
breathing) will have obvious implications for many churches. Museums,

zoos, and aquariums may also re-open
with modifications, and with limitations
of 25% of normal capacity. The latter
requirement also applies to houses of
worship, movie theaters, and restaurants. The Fullerton Museum has been
closed since most of its staff were laid
off by the City, however they have hosted a new exhibition for limited hours.
During a recent press conference,
OC’s Health Agency Director Dr.
Clayton Chau expressed optimism
about decreasing test positivity rates in
County hot spots in the cities of Santa
Ana and Anaheim, where in some cases
test rates were as high as 19%, but have
dropped to 10%. Chau credited the
department’s Latino Health Equity
Initiative for proactively targeting for
testing and for disseminating information about the pandemic to people living
in those areas. It is commonly understood that central Anaheim and Santa
Ana have been the hardest hit areas of
the County because of the higher density of populations there, and the greater
likelihood that residents are working in
frontline occupations where they are
more likely to come into contact with
other members of the public.
California is soon expected to
announce a new State Health Equity initiative said to be similar to the Latino
Health Equity Initiative in OC. Chau
characterized OC as being “ahead of the
game in this way.”
In what otherwise might seem like the
subject of a distressing children’s book,
Los Angeles County has officially canceled Halloween this year, or, at least,
banned trick-or-treating. At press time,
Orange County had not done so, but
Director Chau, who also serves as OC’s
County Health Officer, did say that he
and others in that position in other coun-

ties had scheduled a conference call to
discuss the issue.
Of great concern to County health
officials is the strong probability of an
overlap of the ongoing pandemic and
the upcoming flu season. Chau urged
residents to avail themselves of flu shots
to avoid confusion over the cause of
symptoms, which can be similar in the
two illnesses. The County is reportedly
working on a plan to increase availability of flu vaccine doses in preparation for
the season. Individuals may call (800)
564-8448 to find out where clinics offer
free shots. Chau said that the federal
government has increased support to
states, and that the state would be
expecting a new shipment of flu vaccines sometime this month. Flu shots
will be available in all five county districts, with drive through options available to help restrict the spread of the
coronavirus. Call (800) 914 4887 for an
appointment.
Already the focus of some controversy over his recent hiring as County
Health Officer while also serving as
Health Agency Director despite the
County having received resumes from at
least 10 qualified candidates for the former position, Dr. Chau was recently
revealed to have earned one of his
degrees from a now discredited institution. The Voice of OC reported on

September 10 that Chau “earned a Ph.D.
in clinical psychology from Chelsea
University in London in 2004.”
(https://voiceofoc.org/2020/09/questions-continue-to-swirl-around-orangecounty-health-directors-qualifications/)
According to the story, Chau took online
classes, finishing his Ph.D in clinical
psychology in 2004, and didn’t know
about the school closing until 2012
when he worked for CalOptima, the
County’s health network. He noted that
he has never practiced as a licensed psychologist. Dr. Chau has a medical
degree from the University of
Minnesota.
Board of Supervisors Chair Michelle
Steel, who represents the 2nd District,
defended Dr. Chau in response to questions about what the Board knew of his
Ph.D when hiring him for both positions
by asserting that he had 30 years of
experience, was working very hard on
behalf of the public, and maintained a
valid license to practice medicine. A list
of questions sent to 4th District
Supervisor Doug Chaffee, whose district
includes Fullerton, asking for his
response to revelations questioning the
legitimacy of Chau’s PhD as well as his
hiring as County Health Officer was met
with a curt response from his Chief of
Staff that Chaffee declined comment at
this time.
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NEWMAN AND CHANG FACE OFF IN
DISTRICT 29 STATE SENATE RACE
month).
Environment: She voted against SB
Newman was elected to the California 350 (establishing renewable energy proState Senate in 2016, narrowly defeating duction targets), against AB 2002
Chang. In 2018, Newman was recalled (requiring Coastal Commission memfollowing
a
large
State-wide bers to disclose private meetings),
Republican-backed effort due to his vote against SB 839 (prohibiting orca captivfor SB 1 (the so-called “gas tax”), and ity and breeding), against SB 32 (reducChang replaced him.
ing greenhouse gas emissions levels),
against AB 197 (establishing the Joint
Ling Ling Chang Voting Record
Legislative Committee on Climate
Prior to serving in the California State Change Policies), against AB 1889
Senate, Chang served in the California (funding for High-Speed Rail Project).
She voted yes on SB 54
State Assembly from
(requiring single-use plas2014-2016.
tics be made from recyBelow are her votes on
The
29th
clable materials).
some key bills. This
Education: She voted
district,
which
information was obtained
against
AB 329 (compreincludes
from
the
website
hensive
sex education),
www.votesmart.com.
Fullerton,
against
AB
1505 (estabHealth Care: She
encompasses
lishing
public
oversight
voted against AB 775
for
charter
schools).
She
parts
of
(requiring
Pregnancy
voted
yes
on
AB
500
Los Angeles,
Centers to inform clients
(requiring paid maternity
of State pregnancy servOrange, and
leave for California teachices), and against SB 10
San
Bernardino
ers), and yes on AB 1460
(allowing undocumented
(requiring ethnic studies
Counties.
immigrants to be eligible
course completion in
for health coverage).
State universities).
Voting: She voted
Workers’ Rights: She
against AB 1461 (estabvoted
against SB 3
lishing the California new Motor Voter
(increasing
minimum
wage),
and against
Program to automatically register eligiAB
2757
(requiring
overtime
pay for
ble voters), and against AB 2466
farmworkers).
(expanding voting rights for certain conCriminal Justice: She voted against
victed felons).
SB
759 (authorizing early release for
Guns: She voted against SB 707 (procertain
prisoners in solitary confinehibiting concealed firearms on school
ment),
and
against AB 1282 (prohibiting
grounds), and against SB 61 (prohibiting
prisons
from
working with ICE contracthe purchase of more than one gun per
Continued from front page

Campaign Finance Updates
by Jane Rands

Fullerton Measure U
A new ballot measure committee,
Citizens for a Safe Fourth of July, has
been created by American Promotional
Events to oppose Ballot Measure U that
would end the sale of Safe and Sane
Fireworks in Fullerton. American
Promotional Events, doing business as
TNT Fireworks, which sells fireworks
described as reloadables, candles, rockets, novelties, sparklers, and firecrackers in the US and UK, has contributed
$20,000 to the campaign.
Measure U was put on the ballot by
the Fullerton City Council, yet there
was no argument submitted in favor of
the measure. However, two first signers
of the argument opposing "U" are councilmembers Jennifer Fitzgerald and
Bruce Whitaker. There are 3 other signers of the argument opposing Measure
U who are from local non-profits that
may benefit from the sales of the fireworks.

City Council Large
Contribution Reports
(since last edition)
California Real Estate PAC made
contributions to candidates in City
Council Districts 2 and 4 as reported by
the candidates on Form 497, which is
available in the City Clerk documents
on docs.cityoffullerton.com/WebLink.
Nick Dunlap received $5,000 and Bruce
Whitaker received $1,000. Whitaker

also recently received a contribution in
the amount of $1,500 and from the
Apartment Association of Orange
County.
District 2 candidate Dr. Faisal Qazi
received contributions in the amounts of

Josh Newman

Ling Ling Chang

tors). She voted yes on AB 392 (increasing public oversight and police accountability when deadly force is used) and
yes on AB 32 (prohibiting private prisons and private ICE detention centers).
Housing: She voted against SB 329
(prohibiting discrimination against
Section 8 housing renters), and against
AB 1482 (establishing rental increase
caps).

(establishing air-quality regulations).
Health Care: He voted yes on AB
569 (prohibiting firing employees for
obtaining an abortion).
Education: He voted yes on AB 841
(restricting marketing of unhealthy
foods in schools).
Criminal Justice: He voted yes on
SB 394 (authorizing parole for juvenile
offenders with life sentences).
Infrastructure: He voted yes on SB 1
(increases gas and vehicle taxes to pay
for road and bridge repairs). He was
recalled for this vote.
Cannabis: He voted yes on SB 930
(authorizes cannabis limited charter
banks).

Josh Newman Voting Record
Though he was in office for only a
short time, Newman voted on a number
of key bills:
Immigration: He voted yes on SB
785 (prohibiting irrelevant disclosures
of immigration status in open court),
and yes on SB 54 (establishing a
statewide sanctuary policy).
Voting: He voted yes on SB 1171
(authorizing same-day voter registration).
Environment: He voted yes on AJR
29 (expressing opposition to executive
offshore drilling proposal), yes on AB
398 (extending California’s cap-andtrade policies), and yes on AB 617

$1,500 and $1,000 from 2 physicians
and $1,000 from an attorney, Navneet
Chugh. Chugh has also contributed
$1,000 to District 4 candidate Aaruni
Thakur who also recently received
another $1,000 from a family member.
In the early October edition of The
Fullerton Observer, we will be reporting
the first pre-election Form 460 campaign finance filings from City Council

Campaign Contributions
In addition to looking at their voting
records and backgrounds, it’s also
instructive to look at campaign finance
data for candidates. The official repository for campaign finance data is called
Cal-Access and is run by the office of
the California Secretary of State. Visit
their website cal-access.sos.ca.gov.

Candidates and for the Ballot Measure
Campaigns. These will include all contributions and all expenditures from July
1 through September 14. We will also be
reporting any Independent Expenditures
not coordinated with the candidates
made by political action committees
(PACs) in support of or opposing candidates.

The DOWNTOWN Report
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MUSEUM CENTER
UPDATE
Many works of art from “The
FMC & Me” show were on display
on September 3 and more will be
available for purchase on Thursday,
September 17. In addition, from
5pm to 7:30pm you can be a part of
“Night at the Fullerton Market” (at
the Museum Plaza), a fundraiser for
the FMC hosted by local favorite
Vino Nostra. Reserve your spot in
advance for the 5 to 6:15pm or 6:15
to 7:30pm time slot (no walk-up
sales) by contacting the FMC:
fmcgiftshop.square.site/marketfundraiser. The cost is only $15 and
includes a sandwich and 2 glasses of
wine or beer, outside on the patio.
Artist Nancy Torres

New in Town

HOT HOT HOT
This is beyond words. Or, maybe you have some.
Send your captions in today.

What’s new is the reopening of our many restaurants
and retail stores, at 25%
capacity, so when you feel
safe, grab a mask and head
on down. You all know by
now that social distancing
and being careful are not
leaving us any day soon, but
now our businesses have a
shot at recovering. So, please
Shop Fullerton First.

Time Marches On
There was a lot of commotion on August 29—horns honking, some yelling, a
texted news tip, and it was off to investigate. Turns out, Hilda was creating the
‘problem’ by pulling a chair out to the curb in front of her home at Cambridge Court
on Acacia and Commonwealth (see aboe photo). If only we had more of this going
on right now. It was amazing to see how full of life she is at 105. Just imagine.
If any of you have just turned 100 or are turning 100 or older soon, or if you have
relatives or friends in Fullerton who are, please contact me via my email address,
which is always at the bottom of this page where the photo quiz is. I will post the
names in the next issue. Congratulations to Hilda. What an inspiration.

BACK TO SCHOOL?
For many, high school sports are what
inspire allegiance to a given school. But
this year Fullerton High School Speech
and Debate is gearing up for a new chapter with Fullerton native Mr. Tarin
Almstedt taking the reins as its new
coach. Fall sports have been delayed
until December, but we can still root for
our local students on the Speech and
Debate team. Our downtown high
school’s team has a history of national
recognition with countless trophies and
a reputation for excellence, and students
are hoping to capitalize on the growth
opportunity and reach new heights in
dominating the competition.
Students are setting the groundwork
for leadership now as they prepare for
their first competition in September with
new coach Almstedt rapidly getting up

to speed and injecting a renewed enthusiasm for excellence. Follow this inspirational adventure on social media via
Instagram
(@fullertonspeech
or
Facebook@FUHSSD) and root these
fine young competitors to greatness. You
can even sponsor the program by contacting Tarin Almstedt directly at talmstedt@fjuhsd.org or visiting the team
website at FullertonSpeech.org. Feel
free to cheer out loud.
Since Orange County’s COVID-19
rating has been upgraded, we must
remain at that level for a minimum of 21
days, so the earliest our schools can
reopen is now October 5. This information was released in a printed statement
from Fullerton Joint Union High School
District Superintendent Scott Scambray,
Ed.D.

Photo Quiz
This Issue: Who is this, and
where was this photo taken?
Send your answer to Mike at
AllMedia@sbcglobal.net

Last issue: Orangethorpe Avenue is
where the house that caught fire is
located and the first correct answer
came from reader Matt McCollum.
We now know the mural pictured in
that same issue is being created by
Giovani Picazo, who has completed
many local murals. Thanks for the
info, Corky.

Merry Labor Day
After driving by this house, I just had to make a U-turn and take another look.
What was up? Advertising for Christmas ornaments had started at the first sign of…
Summer!? And now this? Clearly beyond the complacent neighbor leaving lights up
all year. I noticed the house was for sale, so maybe it was to attract attention. I told
a number of people about it and to my surprise, some said they might do the same
thing very soon. Eh? The common theme seems to be, let’s get this year over with,
and soon. Not sure how holiday decorating when the temperature is 114 degrees
will help, but worth a try. Oh, and let me be the first to wish you a Happy New Year.
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The League of Women Voters of North Orange County (LWCNOC) sponsors nonpartisan forums that provide our communities an opportunity to learn more about
local candidates running for office. Candidates can voice their positions on local
issues and share their qualifications and experiences. The forums also give the public an opportunity to ask the candidates questions by sending them to
dvagts@gmail.com. Due to COVID-19 state and local regulations, there will be no
in-person audiences this year. Forums will be broadcast on the city TV channels,
Zoom, Facebook Live or YouTube. LWVNOC also sponsors pros and cons forums
to present the state ballot initiatives in a factual manner without bias. Here is a list
of upcoming forums.

Candidate Forums
DATE/TIME

CITY/SCHOOL
DISTRICT

HOW TOWATCH

09/17/20 7pm

Brea City Council

Spectrum, Ch. 3, AT&T
U-verse Ch. 99. Online at
cityofbrea.net/breatv

09//23/20 6pm

La Palma City Council

Zoom, the day after the
forum, cityoflapalma.org

09/24/20 6pm

Buena Park City Council

09/29/20 4pm

North Orange County
Community College District

09/30/20 5pm

La Habra City Council

10/01/20 6pm

Fullerton City Council

10/5/20 6pm

Placentia City Council

10/8/20 6pm

Placentia Yorba Linda
Unified School District

BPTV, Ch. 3/99. Online
at Buenapark.com

Webinar link to access
forum. Contact LWV.

Ch. 3, the La Habra TV
channel or online:
www.lahabracity.com
Spectrum Ch. 3 AT&T
U-verse Ch. 99, or online
at cityoffullerton.com/FTV3

Spectrum Ch. 3, AT&T
Ch. 99 or online at
www.placentia.org/pctv

Pros and Cons Presentation
DATE/TIME
09/17/20
12pm

TOPIC
Statewide Ballot
Measures

HOW TO
WATCH
YouTube link:
https://youtu.be/FKD8KLoKSw

ACROSS
1. Excessive
9. Imagined
15. Acquire, as money
16. More spine-tingling
17. Most wry
18. Tease
19. Genoise or pound
20. Flying jib, e.g.
22. Absorbed, as a loss
23. TV's Warrior Princess
27. Campus VIP
29. Do goo
32. Rewarding, but low-paying, work
37. Signs, in a way
39. Secretary, at times
40. Composer Bartok
41. Approaches

DOWN
1. "High Voltage" band
2. When doubled, a
South Pacific island
3. "It's just a flesh wound"
4. Send, in a way
5. "Cool" amount
6. Nice one?
7. Pennies: Abbr.
8. Red ___ (candy)
9. "The Godfather II" actor Robert
10. Recite without effort
11. Bard's "before"
12. Verdi opera
13. Change states, in a way
14. Arborist's concern
21. Earth Day mo.
24. Buckley or Bush, e.g.
25. Indian bread
26. Competent
28. Ace
29. "Pirates of the
Caribbean" Joshamee
30. First month of el año
31. Light purple
33. Missouri river
34. Southwest stewpots
35. Bridal items
36. Clear the boards
38. "Fuego" corn chip brand
42. Change the decor
43. Cut short
46. Ruth and Gehrig

44. "On the Waterfront"
director Kazan
45. Covered with brambles
47. Custer and Lee
49. Instagram or Snapchat
52. Atlanta-to-Tampa dir.
53. Catch
54. Grand Ole ___
56. Amount past due?
59. Opera's ___ Te Kanawa
61. Blind as ___
65. Crossword puzzle difficulty
as the week progresses
67. Computerize
71. Put up with
72. Toady
73. Alcove
74. Poisonous ornamental

48. Corn serving
50. Scottish landowners
51. Dept. head
55. Office of a public official,
in imperial China
56. "___ she blows!"
57. "Hurlyburly" playwright David
58. Playwright Bogosian
60. "Thus do I ever make my
fool my purse" speaker
62. Unadorned
63. "Fit to ___"
64. Okla., before 1907
66. 50's political monogram
68. Modern address
69. Water tester
70. Egg cells
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HIGH SCHOOL BOARD
HIGHLIGHTS
& Commentary by Vivien Moreno
The Fullerton Joint Union High School District Board
information available by calling 714-870-2800
or visiting www.fjuhsd.net

September 1 FJUHSD Board Meeting
Fullerton Secondary
Teachers Organization

A Raymond teacher welcomes her students back.

FSD BACK TO SCHOOL LEARNING OPTIONS
In accordance with orders from the
California Department of Public Health
and the Governor’s recent mandates, the
Fullerton School District began the
school year on August 11 with a
Distance Learning Model.
Parents have been asked to choose one
of four learning models for their students once schools are allowed to
reopen. These models are:

Five-day at School
Learning
Students will be on campus for a regular school day Monday through Friday,
similar to a traditional schedule.
Students will engage in a combination
of in-person and on-line Zoom instruction, both in their assigned classroom as
well as an alternative and supervised
space.
Students will receive core instruction
in the morning and enrichment opportunities in the afternoon, five days per
week.

Hybrid Learning
Students will engage in a combination
of in-person and on-line Zoom instruction in their assigned classroom and at
home.
For elementary, students will receive
core instruction in the morning and
enrichment opportunities in the afternoon, five days per week.

For most Jr. highs, students will
receive their individual schedules that
reflect a four period-day, Monday,
Tuesday, Thursday and Friday and
seven
shortened
periods
on
Wednesdays.
Please refer to your child’s school for
a specific bell schedule.

Virtual Learning
Students will login to their assigned
classroom M-F using Zoom.
Schools will make every effort to
ensure that students are assigned to their
current teacher.
Jr. High students will receive a course
schedule.
A space is reserved for your child
upon physical return.

MyFSD Academy
Students are provided with a flexible
learning model that includes an online
learning opportunity with a credentialed
teacher. This option will be available
along with the distance learning reopening.
Students are enrolled at Rolling Hills
or Orangethorpe. 100% virtual program
available.Webinar
If you have questions about the
homeschool
program
e-mail
MyFSDAcademy@myfsd.org or call
Trang Lai at 714-447-2805.

President Andy Montoya read
Fullerton
Secondary
Teacher’s
Organization (FSTO) President Angie
Cencak’s comment that the teachers’
union is still waiting to receive the
reopening plan from the FJUHSD in
order to vote on a Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU) that would modify their current contract and allow
FSTO teachers to begin the hybrid
schedule. The reopening plan was presented to the Trustees later on in the
meeting.

Local Continuity and
Attendance Plan (LCP)
Mr. Steve Zamora, Director of
Education, presented the draft of the
2020/21 Local Continuity and
Attendance Plan (LCP). This plan
replaces this year’s Local Control and
Accountability Plan, which explains
how the district will spend their money.
The LCP reviews the actions the district
performed when schools converted to
distance learning last March and how
they modified their educational and
social services to pivot to distance and
hybrid learning this fall. The plan outlines the hybrid (partially in-person) and
distance learning models and lists the
supplemental support services to help
students overcome learning gaps,
address basic food and clothing needs,
and receive additional mental health
support the district promises to provide
this school year.
Parents can read about available technology, safety protocols, and social
services support available for FJUHSD
students, families, teachers, and support
staff on the FJUHSD website. It identifies parent engagement through teacher
e-mails and Aeries, and identifies specialized programs addressing learning
loss that includes pull-out tutoring during online learning time for students.

Reopening Plan
Elaborating on the safety protocols at
school sites, Dr. Karl Zener, Executive
Director of Administrative Services,
presented an updated reopening plan to
introduce students back on campus part
-time through the hybrid schedule.
Each school campus’ program to welcome students back on campus includes
almost universal mask wearing, daily
health self-monitoring, multiple handwashing stations, and 6 feet physical
distancing inside classrooms. There is
distinct traffic monitoring on campuses
to prevent congested areas, bathroom
monitoring for capacity, and campus
custodians will perform deep cleaning
on Wednesdays and weekends to all
high touch and usable physical areas on
every campus.
No volunteers, or defined “unnecessary persons” will be allowed on any
campus sites until notified. For teachers
who physically cannot teach on-site,
there will be a long-term substitute in
the classroom while the teacher contin-

ues to provide instruction via
livestreaming, if possible.
In-person or on-line daily student
attendance in each class is expected in
order to avoid disrupting students’ daily
schedules. Office personnel will contact
parents or guardians for every absence.
Students will be earning regular weighted grades and parents can check on
homework, attendance, and grades
through the Aeries program. If parents
are not able to log on, they are to call
their child’s school.
Trustee Klatzker asked how student
interaction during breaks and lunch will
be monitored. Dr. Sonje Berg, Principal
of Buena Park High School and the
District’s leader of the Instruction
Committee replied that each school is
communicating to students and parents
the rules concerning health protocols
and any student who finds these safety
protocols burdensome will be removed
to cohort C, which employs total distance learning.
Scott Huffman, Director of Special
Educational Services, explained the special safety protocols that are in place for
Special Education students including
clear masks for teachers for hearingimpaired students, disinfection of buses
between routes, and additional PPE for
aides.
Mr. Huffman informed the trustees
every school site will inform teachers
and the parents if a positive case is identified in that class. No students’ names
will be released to maintain privacy. All
positive COVID-19 tests will be reported to the OC Department of Health for
contact tracing. Trustee Fawley inquired
about the air conditioning filters and
how often they will be changed. Mr.
Todd Butcher, Executive Director of
Facilities and Construction replied that
the filters are the strongest possible with
the HVAC systems currently in place
and exchanges will be made more often.

Budget Update
Joan
Velasco,
Assistant
Superintendent of Business Services,
presented the unaudited actual budget,
which reflects the amount of money the
district actually spent last year compared to the projected budget. FJUHSD
ended the year with an unassigned
reserve amount of 26.7% or about $46
million. Approximately 77% of the
spending was allocated to salaries, benefits and pensions. This represents a
conservative amount of spending on
personnel in a public education budget,
as highly qualified teachers and support
staff are integral to providing high quality education for students.
If additional federal education funds
are not allocated before October, then
the district plans to take out a loan to
pay the bills due to State funding shortfalls. The loan will be made through
OCDE and provide a very low interest
rate. The district is in a strong fiscal
position and has not overspent during
this unprecedented time.
The next Board meeting is scheduled
for October 6 at 6pm.
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Teacher Support during Online Instruction:
A Conversation with FSTO President Angie Cencak
puses is a result of the Memo of
Understanding between the high school
This spring when the novel district and the Teachers Organization’s
coranavirus hit, campuses shut down, negotiating team that was ratified on
education moved online, and schools July 29. The agreement has given teachacross the country shifted into triage ers an option during online instruction
mode. Teachers scrambled to deliver this fall; they can teach in the classroom
instruction using unfamiliar platforms where each teacher has been given a
and many students fell behind. Because camera to do live-streaming, and/or they
it was impossible for
can teach from home.
schools to reach everyCencak reported that
one in an equitable
some teachers are takmanner,
Fullerton
ing advantage of the
allowed
struggling
opportunity to go to
Cencak and
students to earn a pass.
campus multiple days a
others have
Following
State
week and are finding
mandates,
Orange
teaching from school to
worked to establish
County’s
public
be easier.
safety protocols
schools,
including
This reporter has
in accordance
those in Fullerton,
noticed an improvewith mandates and
have remained in disment in the quality of
tance-learning-only
instruction in the
recommendations
mode this fall. But
schools, and asked
from the OC
grades have returned
Cencak about the supDepartment of
to Fullerton, and the
port given to the high
Health and
district is looking to
school teachers as they
support teachers in
have transitioned to
the California
delivering
quality
teaching online.
Department of
instruction.
“Each campus has an
Public Health.
The
Observer
IT classified staff memreached out to Angie
ber working so they can
Cencak, President of
troubleshoot any issues
the
Fullerton
with information techSecondary Teachers
nology, any questions
Organization (FSTO), to discuss that that teachers might have related to
support, and the prospects for school Zoom or Google classroom,” Cencak
returning to in-person learning later this said. “Every student is given a
fall.
Chromebook and every school site has a
Residents may have noticed teachers’ technology lead teacher on our campus,
vehicles have returned to school parking so we [teachers] always have an immelots on weekdays, and sometimes into diate access to somebody at our school
the evenings during Back to School site that can help us navigate any techweek. Cencak said that this use of cam- nology issues.”
by Lance Langdon

All schools began the year with distance learning.
“We also have a Wednesday professional development day where teachers
have a professional development period
that’s about an hour, on the campuses,”
Cencak said. “During that time we have
an opportunity to meet in our group, our
department, working on best practices. I
think what’s helpful is teachers having
the opportunity to meet together.”
Cencak and others have worked to
establish safety protocols in accordance
with mandates and recommendations
from the Orange County Department of
Health and the California Department of
Public Health. These include:
•Checking temperatures of those coming on campus
•Ensuring that everyone wears masks
•Limiting the students’ occupying a
space at any given time to a number that
allows for the recommended 6 feet of
distance

•Ensuring an adequate supply of personal protective equipment
•Cleaning and sanitizing classrooms
regularly
•Providing adequate ventilation of
classrooms and common spaces.
Keeping track of risks for Coronavirus
along with their many other daily duties
will be difficult for teachers, according
to Cencak. However, she believes that
they will rise to the challenge.
If COVID-19 trends continue, Orange
County will stay off the watchlist. In the
meantime, students will be looking to
teachers to provide quality online
instruction, and teachers will be using
the resources Cencak mentioned as they
try to do just that.
The State now says local schools are
on track to reopen to students in
October, according to County Health
Officer Dr. Clayton Chau.
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The Kelly Thomas Files Part 2:
Five Problems Emerge in Interviews
with Officers Involved
In his interview Chlebowski said that
he often asks officers to change or add
In compliance with California Senate things in their police reports, and someBill 1421 requiring police departments times even makes the changes himself.
to release documents related to deaths of
Officer Kenton Hampton said that
citizens and other incidents, this May after he submitted his report on the night
the city of Fullerton released over 3200 of the incident, Chlebowski asked him
pages of documents related to the death to make changes that same evening, “to
of Kelly Thomas, which
give the person that was
occurred in 2011 and
reading an understandgained national attening of my mindset as to
tion,
resulting
in
how this situation
protests, the trial of 2
played out.”
These recentlyofficers, and the recall
These additions were
released reports
of 3 City Council memlikely not just to “give
give a unique
bers.
the mindset” of the offiwindow into the
This is the second in a
cers, but also to meet the
series of articles based
required legal threshold
Fullerton Police
on these files.
for deadly force (as
Department
Part 1 (August 2020
defined by the FPD
in 2011, sparking
Issue) included excerpts
manual and case law)—
uncomfortable
from official notices of
an officer’s fear for safediscipline and dismissal
ty, ineffectiveness of
but necessary
that were written by forother methods of force,
questions about
mer Police Chief Dan
and what an officer
accountability
Hughes to the 3 officers
deems “reasonable.”
and use of force
who were fired over the
In
his
interview
incident (Jay Cicinelli,
Sergeant Kevin Craig
that remain
Manuel Ramos, and
said that he proofreads
relevant today.
Joseph
Wolfe).
“hundreds and hundreds
According to these
and hundreds of reports
notices, the 3 officers
a month…I’m pretty
who were fired used
picky as far as what goes
excessive force, and vioin and what goes out.”
lated numerous FPD policies.
If superior officers serve as “gatekeepPart 2 of this series pertains to the ers” of what goes into official police
interviews conducted by the Office of reports and regularly ask officers to
Independent Review (OIR) in 2011- make edits that make them legally com2012. The City contracted with this pliant with use of force thresholds, it
agency to provide an outside, third party seems questionable that the reports will
investigation into the death of Thomas. always be completely truthful or hold
Rather than attempting to summarize officers accountable for excessive force.
the hundreds of pages of interviews, The
Problem #2: The District
Observer has decided to highlight 5 key
Attorney’s office did not interview offiproblems that the interviews reveal.
cers that night, as is usual for in-cusProblem #1: The police reports
tody deaths.
were edited at the request of superior
Normal protocol for officer-involved
officers (as was common practice) in
shootings (and in-custody deaths) is that
order to justify the use of force.
the case is immediately turned over to
Many of the officers involved in the the District Attorney’s (D.A.’s) office.
death of Kelly Thomas said that after However, because Kelly Thomas did not
submitting their police reports they were die that night, the D.A. did not get
sent back with suggestions for edits. involved that night. Instead, officers
Most of the changes had to do with were told to write their own reports,
adding language that was intended to rather than being interviewed by D.A.
justify the officers’ use of force by high- investigators.
lighting the officers’ fear and the inefWhen asked what the hazards are of
fectiveness of other methods of force.
police staff interviewing their own peoJay Cicinelli was asked to add state- ple as opposed to the D.A., Chlebowski
ments such as, “We were not having any admitted, “It would be the bias thing…
success at controlling Thomas,” and “I You’ve got guys interviewing people
was becoming more fearful for our safe- [and] maybe we don’t ask the right questy,” at the request of Sgt. Mike tions or we’re soft-balling the interChlebowski. These and other statements view.”
did not appear in Cicinelli’s original
Sgt. Kevin Craig said, “In my opinion,
report.
they [the D.A.] should absolutely have
By Jesse La Tour

According to the coroner’s autopsy, Kelly Thomas died due to
“Mechanical chest compression with blunt cranial-facial injuries sustained
during physical altercation with law enforcement officers.”
The manner of death is described as “homicide.”
taken this case” on the night of the incident “because of the severity.” He said
that, because the D.A. did not take the
case that night, it led to public perception of “a cover up.”

Problem #3: Officers were
allowed to watch the video together
prior to writing their reports.
On the night of the incident, all of the
officers who were involved returned to
the Fullerton Police Station, gathered in
the Watch Commander’s office, and
watched the video of the incident together, which was captured on a city camera.
After watching the video the officers
were then told to write their reports.
Hampton said that while writing the
reports they also talked together about
the incident. At the time he shared an
office with Cicinelli and they conversed
while writing their reports.
Cpl. Blatney said that he was with
Officer Ramos while he wrote his
report.
When asked by OIR if it seemed
unusual that officers were allowed to
view the video prior to writing their
reports, Cicinelli said no, and compared
watching the video to reviewing his personal Digital Audio Recorder (DAR)
prior to writing reports.
“We listened to our DARs. To me, it
was the same thing.” Cicinelli said.
“Because we want to try and get at least
the facts as accurate as possible.”
Cicinelli did not activate his DAR during the incident.

Problem #4: Officers generally
believed the use of force was justified.
Despite the clear statement in their firing notices from Chief Hughes that
excessive force had been used, and the
video of the incident that ultimately
went viral, most officers said that they
believed the force used was “reasonable.”
“All the officers believed they had
done the right thing out there,”
Chlebowski said.
“I one hundred percent believe that
Corporal Cicinelli did everything he
could the right way, “ Cpl. Tony Rios
said.
Craig said that “this whole thing [was]
accidental…there was no intent on anybody’s part.” Craig blamed the outcome
not on the officers’ aggression, but on
Thomas’ resistance. “I mean even when
you hear ‘I can’t breathe,’ are we supposed to just jump up and let it start all
over again?” Craig asked.
Cicinelli said, “Everything I was
doing was in a reaction to my training.”

Problem #5: Officers have broad
discretion regarding use of force, a
policy that OIR describes as “anything
goes” as long as the officers deem it to
be “reasonable.”
Another insight from the interviews is
that Fullerton Police Officers had broad
discretion with regard to use of force.
Basically, it all boils down to what they
subjectively determine to be “reasonable.”
Tony Rios, a use-of-force instructor
with FPD, said, “I tell people if you’re
losing a fight, you’re on the bottom of
the pile, you know, bite their nose off,
poke their eyes out…And we tell them
you do everything you can to win the
fight…If you feel you are in imminent
danger of serious bodily injury or death
then you have that legal right to use that
amount of force necessary to overcome
that.”
Rios said, “The guys worry about, oh,
my God, I can’t hit someone with a
flashlight. Well, not true. You know, Oh,
my God, I can’t kick somebody. That’s
not true. I can’t punch them. That’s not
true. You know, as long as you can legally justify it and articulate why you did
what you did it’s reasonable. And the
key word is ‘reasonable’ in our use of
force policy.”
Regarding use of force, Craig said that
if “you can justify it by articulating it,
why you used it, you’re probably going
to be okay with it…A lot of times we
can just explain things away, you know,
this is why things happen this way.”
When asked if he was concerned by
Cicinelli’s statement captured on other
officers’ DARs, ”I f#*@ing probably
beat him twenty times with a taser,”
Craig said “Does it cause me concern?
No, not until I find out what else is
going on and why.”
Regarding his strikes to Thomas’ face
with his Taser, Cicinelli said, “I believed
and perceived [them] at the time to be
reasonable and necessary to attempt to
take Mr. Thomas into custody.”
When asked how he reacted to hearing
Thomas say, “I can’t breathe,” Cicnelli
said, “I didn’t really react to it because
he’s resisting and he’s breathing so I didn’t put a lot of stock into it, to be honest
with you.”
Corporal Steve Rubio was the “training compliance officer” for Fullerton in
2011. He had worked patrol in the
LAPD’s infamous Rampart CRASH
division in the 1990s. This unit was
found to have some of the most widespread police corruption in U.S. history.
When asked if anything is potentially
reasonable when using force, Rubio
said, “Absolutely.”
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ROCKS AND
FOSSILS OF
FULLERTON
by Richard Lozinsky
Of the three major rock groups in
geology, only sedimentary rocks occur
within the city limits of Fullerton.
Igneous and metamorphic rocks are not
found in the Fullerton area. However,
these sedimentary rocks tell a remarkable story of how the landscape that is
now Fullerton has changed from beach
to present-day dry land. Sedimentary
rocks are formed from the breakdown of
pre-existing rock into sediments that are
then compressed and cemented into a
hard rock in a process known as lithification. This process is one of preservation and not destruction, which allows
plants and animals that were entombed
in the rocks to be preserved as fossils.
Fullerton can be divided into two distinct regions: 1) the flat, coastal plain
where downtown Fullerton is located;
and 2) the elevated Los Coyotes Hills.
Loose sand and gravel derived from erosion of the nearby hills and mountains
underlie the coastal plain. The Los
Coyotes Hills consist of folded layers of
sandstone, shale, and conglomerate that
are over a thousand feet in thickness. A
good spot to examine these rocks more
carefully is at Ralph B. Clark Regional
Park located at 8800 Rosecrans Avenue.
There is a nominal fee to enter the Park
grounds. Rocks and fossils found within
the Park are on display in the
Interpretative Center, which is an onsite
museum. To visit the Center, contact
Clark Park directly for hours of operation: (714) 973-3170. Prior to becoming
a park, this area was the site of sand and
gravel excavations that exposed the rock
layers that led to the discovery of fossils.
To preserve the rich fossil record, the
park was established in 1974.
Three rock units are exposed within
the park. The oldest unit is the San
Pedro Formation that consists of fine to
medium-grained sandstone. This sand
size is typical of sand found at a beach.
Fossils discovered within this unit
include pectin shells, snails, sand dollar,
and crab, allowing paleontologists to
determine an age of 1.4 million years for
the San Pedro Formation. Even a few
shark teeth have been recovered.
Overlying the San Pedro Formation is
the Los Coyotes Formation consisting of
coarse-grained sandstone and pebbly
conglomerate layers. The rounded peb-

Angelos

The San Pedro Formation in Ralph Clark Regional Park in Fullerton.
bles and coarseness of the sand indicate
deposition by a high-energy river. Few
fossils have been found within this unit,
but paleontologists give the Los Coyotes
Formation an age of about 700,000
years.
The youngest unit, ranging in age
from about 400,000 to 10,000 years, is
the La Habra Formation, consisting of
fine-grained sandstone, claystone, and
some coal lenses. These finer-grained
sediments show the La Habra Formation
to be deposited by a slower moving river
system. Fossils of horse, American lion,
camel, bison, deer, saber-toothed cat
(our state fossil), and the imperial mammoth have been found within this unit
and are on display in the Interpretive
Center. Besides the large mammalian
bones, fossils from smaller organisms
such as rodents, snakes and plants provide additional clues to fine tune the
depositional environment of the La
Habra Formation.
By reading the story within the rock
units and fossils, the geologic history of
Fullerton can be interpreted. The marine
fossils and beach sand of the San Pedro
Formation indicate that Fullerton was
basically at a seashore setting about 1
million years ago. Beach front property
would be nice for most citizens of
Fullerton today! With uplift of the
seashore by earthquake activity, the area
became dry land as the ocean slowly
retreated toward its present position.
The deposits of the Los Coyotes
Formation show a high-energy river

and Vincis

Ristorante Est 1971
550 North Harbor Blvd
Downtown Fullerton
714.879.4022

“A PLACE TO EAT...A PLACE TO SEE.”
R
NE ORANGE
N
I

COUNTY HOTLIST
W BEST ITALIAN 2016 & 2017

Shell fossil in Ralph Clark Regional Park.
flowing through the area, which brought
in coarser sediments perhaps from the
uplifting San Gabriel Mountains. The
variety and size of the mammalian fossils in the La Habra Formation show a
landscape that was more like the African
savanna of today. The high-energy river
changed to a lazier flowing river allowing the organisms in the La Habra
Formation to be better preserved as fossils. This was also a time when the
southern California climate was cooler
and received more rainfall to support
such large organisms. This cooler climate was due to the world being in a
global Ice Age.
A large wall mural in the interpretive
Center at Clark Park shows what a wet-

ter Fullerton may have looked like with
mammoths and saber-toothed cats roaming the area.
Climate warmed and became dryer
over the last 10,000 years causing these
organisms to either become extinct or
migrate to wetter regions. Over the last
few thousand years, sediments have
been filling under the coastal plain by
repeated flooding by the Santa Ana
River and its tributaries. Ocean levels
are rising today due to melting of worldwide glaciers and the polar ice caps. If
ocean levels continue to increase by
over 100 feet in the thousands of years
to come, Fullerton could again become a
coastal community with our property
values soaring.

Anniversaries
Weddings
Any Occasion !
One Call
We Do it All !
FIVE FREE
BANQUET
FACILITIES
Accommodating
up to 800 people

Established in 1971, in this family-owned restaurant
you dine in the middle of an Italian town square
complete with storefronts and twinkling lights.

Call 714.879.4022
www.AngelosandVincis.com
“Like” us on facebook.com/angelosandvincis

australianswimschool.com
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YOUNG OBSERVERS

TEEN OBSERVER

FEATURED PET

by Francine, 9th grade

by Erin, 6th Grade

Fullerton Teens Eager to Find
Work Despite the Pandemic

MEET REECE!

(and Other Things You Might Not
Know about Our City’s Youth)
Right now, there are over 57.4 million
people who are unemployed due to
COVID-19. Despite this,
many
Fullerton teens are looking to get jobs
within this school year. This surprising
revelation was part of a Back-to-School
survey filled out by 176 high school students in the Fullerton Joint Union High
School District last month. Read on to
find out more about this and other things
you might be delighted to know about
our City’s youth.

#1: Work: Currently working?
During summer break? Wanted
to but parents do not approve?
Too busy with sports/school? Will
work after high school? Will
work after college?
Seventy-eight teens as young as 14
years old are eager to get jobs within the
school year. However, 31 of these have
indicated that their parents wouldn’t let
them. There are 11 more who are currently working and another 11 who work
only in the summer.
According to the Department of
Labor, 14 years old is the minimum age
one is allowed to work. This means anyone who took the survey could apply for
a job as long as he/she followed the
requirements.
This is good news for all aspiring teen
workers but the bad news is there is
already extreme competition to get jobs
these days, not to mention the risk of
getting COVID-19 if work is done outside the home.

#2. Do you plan to go to college
after high school?
Yes—156
No—2
Maybe—11
Don’t Know—7
The overwhelming interest in getting a
college degree shows that students are
driven to do what it takes to increase
their chances of landing the job of their
dreams and have a better future.

#3. What career would you like
to pursue?
Teens have varied career choices but
at least 32% have common interest in
the medical field despite the horror
brought about by the pandemic. This
should be good news. This will help
ensure that our community can keep up
the fight against the many diseases that
bring misfortune upon us.

#4: How do you see yourself 15
years from now?
Ninety-two percent of teens see themselves pursuing their dream career, happily married, having their own families,
living in their own homes, financially
stable, and able to go on vacation. This
is a good sign that teens are making conscious efforts to visualize who they want
to be and what they want in life, because
as author Stephen Covey tells us in his
book, Seven Habits of Highly Effective
People, it empowers us to shape our
lives and helps us stay focused.

#5: One person in the history of
the world you would invite to dinner?
Teens responded with a huge variety
of personalities but at least 11 teens
agreed on one historical figure they
would love to chat with over dinner—
Martin Luther King, Jr. This is likely
inspired by the ongoing fight against
racism and how teens would like to fully
understand the situation so they can be
part of the solution.
Many people are likely to think all that
teens care about these days are gadgets,
social media, video games, and friends.
This survey offers a fresh perspective on
our City's young adults. Their revelations provide great opportunity for dialogue between the teens and their teachers or parents regarding social issues,
work plans, career plans, college prep,
and even the path to getting college
scholarships or student loans.

Note: The FJUHSD survey was made possible with the help
of FJUHSD teacher and ASB adviser Michael Paris.

SPORTS SCENE By Mateo, 7th Grade
2020 NFL Season is Here!
The 2020 National Football League season is here! The new season started this
past Thursday, September 10. Here is a guide to what you can expect for the 2020
season. As with all other sports, the NFL has a system set up to prevent COVID-19
breakouts in the locker rooms. Teams will test their players frequently, and they will
fine players if they choose to not follow guidelines. They are choosing to follow the
MLB (Major League Baseball) and their protocols and procedures rather than the
NBA (National Basketball Association) and their “bubble” strategy. We’ve seen the
problems the MLB has run into using this strategy, and we’ve seen the positive
effects of the bubble tactic, so we will see if the NFL’s plans go accordingly. The
NFL is also one of the only major sports leagues to attempt to have a regular season,
so hopefully that works out for them. Football is a very physical contact sport, so
expect a couple of outbreaks to pop up here and there.

Reece is a year-old neutered male tabby who
loves people. He enjoys cuddling, getting petted, and talking. His foster family took care of
him for one month and fell in love with him.
Reece likes naps near the window in a shallow
box with a blanket in it. If you have a small dog
or a cat already, he will be fine with it. Reece
would love playing with mice toys that would
keep him busy every now and then. He also
likes playing with his water, so make sure to
provide a full bowl of water! If you ever need
help, OC Pet Care has a Hot Weather Pet
Safety Social Media Kit to keep your animals
safe. Find this and other information about pet
adoption
on
their
website
at
www.ocpetinfo.com.

LET’S CELEBRATE
by Alexandria, 9th grade

National Online Learning Day
Sept 15
September 15 is National Online Learning Day. It celebrates the huge amount of
learning resources available to students online. The holiday was made to raise
awareness of all the educational courses and materials that are available online and
to get people of any age to use the Internet as a learning tool. Recently, most students have been attending school through a screen. The pandemic has made it difficult for students to return to school, resulting in school going completely online.
This is an additional reason why this national holiday is so important this year.
Without the Internet and its available resources, going online wouldn't have been
possible for schools. To celebrate this holiday, you can sign up for a course online.
Check out these top websites that offer free online education:
1) Khan Academy: Offers free learning platforms for students in K-12, widely
used by schools around the world.
2) Coursera: Created by two Stanford professors, offers free and paid courses
from partner universities and organizations around the world.
3) EDX: Created by Harvard and MIT, offers free and paid university level courses to students worldwide
4) Code Academy: Offers free coding classes in 12 different programming languages such as Python, Java, etc.

WHAT’S TRENDING?
by Irene, 9th grade

MOST LIKED TWEET
IN TWITTER HISTORY
The world was stunned at the news of Hollywood actor Chadwick Boseman’s
passing after his four year battle against colon cancer. This devastating news was
announced through Boseman’s final Twitter post, becoming the most liked tweet in
Twitter history. Thousands of fans from across the world paid tribute to the actor
and wished their deepest condolences to his family. In honor of the late Chadwick
Boseman around 70,000 (and counting) people have petitioned for a statue of the
actor in place of the Anderson Confederate Memorial in Anderson, South Carolina,
his hometown. Recognized as a real-life hero, Boseman served as an inspiration for
people coming from all different backgrounds, and most importantly for the Black
community. Like Boseman, we all have talents. Skin color shouldn't keep us from
fulfilling our dreams.
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VIDEO OBSERVER
by Emerson Little © 2020

LEON OWENS FOUNDATION LENDS A
HELPING HAND TO STUDENTS
Since we’re at the start of the school to Fullerton. He enrolled at Fullerton
year, I thought it would be appropriate to College, resumed his job at Bridgford
focus on an organization with a history Foods, and played softball with the
of helping students that continues to this Pomona Bombers. In 1960, Leon marday. The Leon Owens Foundation (LOF) ried Mary Burch and they had 3 chilhas been a part of the Orange County dren. His son Darren lettered in baseball,
community for 26 years, providing basketball, and football at FUHS and
encouragement and financial assistance attended the University of New Mexico.
to high school and college students who Leon’s daughters Karen and Sharen
are trying to improve their lives through were active in Drill Team and
education.
Cheerleading at FUHS. They both gradRecently, I had a chance to interview uated from the University of Southern
via email Shirley Owens McClanahan, California. Leon was very proud of his
who has been part of the
children and cheered
Leon Owens Foundation
them on in all their
since its inception in 1994.
extracurricular activi“The Owens family has
ties.
been in Fullerton since
Leon was an active
“The foundation member of the Fullerton
1943, when my father
was started in
Alfred and his brother Will
community. He enjoyed
made the great migration
being a volunteer coach
memory of my
from Texas to California,”
at the Fullerton Boys
brother Leon
she told me. “The foundaand Girls Club and was
Owens because
tion was started in memory
also involved in the
of his impact on
of my brother Leon ‘Jack’
Fullerton High Athletic
Owens because of his
kids in the Maple Booster Club. He
impact on kids in the
applied his knowledge
Community.”
neighborhood
(Maple
and love of sports to
Community). The foundaenrich the lives of his
—Shirley Owens
tion was started by my sischildren, and the chilMcClanahan
ter-in-law Mary Owens,
dren of Fullerton, by
Karol Singleton, along
coaching Pop Warner
with a host of family,
Football and Little
friends, and local businessLeague Baseball. In
es. Our initial goal was to be an educa- 1971 and 1972, Leon coached his son
tional foundation to provide college Darren’s Little League team to win the
scholarships. To date, we have provided Minor League City Championship title,
nearly two hundred college scholar- and in 1973, the team won the Major
ships.”
League City Championship.
According to the LOF website, “Leon
According to the 2010 book, A
Owens was a devoted husband, loving Different Shade of Orange: Voices of
father, kind-hearted brother, and civic Orange County, California Black
leader. He was a strong family man who Pioneers by Robert A. Johnson and
spent countless hours raising his 3 chil- Charlene M. Riggins, Mary Burch
dren and mentoring other neighborhood Owens moved from Los Angeles to
children.” Leon received his early edu- Fullerton in the early 1940s, when she
cation at Maple Elementary School and was a small child. In an interview with
Wilshire Junior High. While attending the book’s authors, Mary said, “The
Fullerton Union High School, he was young man that lived across the street
employed by Bridgford Foods in from me in Fullerton, he was older than
Anaheim. In 1952, after graduating from I. He was one of the older ones. I never
FUHS, Leon enlisted in the United played with him because he was older,
States Navy, where he played baseball. but he was real friendly. He delivered
He used his exceptional baseball talents papers every Sunday to us. He had a litto help his team win numerous awards, tle wagon, and he’d go all through
including the All Navy Pacific Island Fullerton with the Sunday papers. He
Championship in 1952.
was just a real good friend. He was in
Upon receiving an Honorable the navy. When he came home, he was
Discharge from the Navy, Leon returned asking about where did we move, my

Maple Elementary Mustang Leading Ladies (mentoring program) at the OC
Heritage Council Black History Parade. Note: Photo taken prior to the pandemic.
sisters and myself. So, he came to visit
us. We just talked. We had so much in
common. I asked him all about his family…So I started seeing my husband-tobe; he’d come by maybe once every
other week.”
“We started seeing each other more
and more. Leon was a very likable guy,
all kinds of friends. And the Bridgfords
really liked him, especially Mr.
Bridgford…And Leon really liked him.
Leon worked for him until he died in
1993,” Mary Owens said in the book.
“As a result of that, we had a huge, huge
funeral that was unbelievable. The people were wonderful. After all this had
happened, a friend of mine (Karol
Singleton) said, ‘Mary, you gotta do
something in memory of Leon.’ So, we
did. We started a foundation.”
Over the years, the Leon Owens
Foundation has been able to broaden its
scope to make a positive impact on a
student’s education at an early age.
“Through our over 25 years in the community, the most rewarding part is not
only providing college scholarships but
working with students in grades K-12,”
wrote Shirley Owens McClanahan in her
email. “It is also the relationships that
continue with the LOF college scholarship recipients throughout their time at
college and after they graduate. Many of
them participate at our events or have
been part of the mentoring programs.”
Ms. Owens McClanahan explained
that the Foundation has assisted numerous local schools in the areas of STEM,
while also assisting with science camps,
cultural field trips, mentoring programs,
debate teams, sports, dance, music, and
new library books. For the last 5 years,
they have hosted a “Shoes for Kids”
Community Outreach program for local
elementary schools. To date, the Leon
Owens Foundation has provided over
3,000 pairs of Sketchers tennis shoes,
socks, cinch bags, and meal gift certificates. They have also raised funds and
supported worthy causes such as St.
Jude Memorial-Crosson Cancer Center
during Breast Cancer Awareness month,

Donate Life, Pathways of Hope,
Crittenton Homes, JOYA Scholars, the
Boys & Girls Club, and many others.
Ms. Owens McClanahan said Mary
Owens was a kind, stern, and strong
woman, who stood by her faith and truly
wanted to help young people to achieve
their educational goals. Ms. Owens
McClanahan noted, “She greatly missed
my brother, but was excited about having the opportunity to continue encouraging kids about pursuing their college
dreams. She also loved volunteering at
Maple Elementary. For several years,
the Foundation donated toys to kids in
the Maple community during the holiday season and the event was held at
Lemon Park. Mary also enjoyed assisting unwed moms and foster children
residing at Crittenton Homes. After several years of battling Alzheimer’s, Mary
passed away in 2018.”
Shirley Owens McClanahan described
her brother Leon as kind, patient,
dependable, a great listener, and the best
big brother. “He probably would be a little surprised by the foundation having
his name on it but so happy with the
work that has been done for young people,” she said. “The key element is
planting the seed and stressing the
importance of education.”
However, the COVID-19 pandemic
has affected the organization’s fundraising efforts. Back in June, they had to
reschedule their Charity Celebrity Golf
Tournament and Scholarship fundraiser
to June 1, 2021. Ms. Owens
McClanahan explained that in the fall,
they would normally host a College
Bingo Night but due to COVID-19, they
will not be having this event.
She said, “We definitely could use the
continued support of our community. If
anyone would like to contribute to the
Leon Owens Foundation Scholarship
Fund, they may do so via our website,
www.leonowensfoundation.org. It is
through the combined efforts of our
partners that we can and will continue
‘Making a Difference Together’ to serve
students and our community.”
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HITS
&
MISSES
by Joyce Mason © 2020

STAGEStheatre Closes
Dear Friends and Family,

Ethan Hawkle as visionary inventor Nikola Tesla.

“TESLA” GETS A HIT AND A MISS
If you are expecting to see a movie her of a Vermeer painting for the same
about a car, do not rent “Tesla.” But if sum.
you are interested in finding out about
We see anachronism at play when
the eccentric and lugubrious inventor, Anne decides to Google Tesla on her
Nikola Tesla, who rivaled Thomas MacBook. The scene is humorous but
Edison in his knowledge of electricity, not foolish because it works on two levyou might enjoy the film that bears his els. We know that if Anne Morgan were
name. Born in Serbia
alive today, she would do
(now Croatia) in 1856,
this immediately after
Tesla immigrated to the
meeting him. The act also
United
States
and
presages a prediction that
became a citizen in
Tesla made later in life—
Tesla
1891. Edison invented
that the world would somepredicted later
the direct current (DC)
day go wireless and operand Tesla the alternating
ate “as a huge brain.” On
in life that the
current (AC). Writerone level, we would like
world would
director
Michael
for Tesla to be more attensomeday go
Almereyda had to find a
tive to Anne, but on a more
wireless and
way to make the story of
realistic plane, we know
an introverted and
that she would never be
operate
laconic genius interesthappy with this genius and
“as a huge
ing to 21st century audishe realizes it as she tells
brain.”
ences.
Tesla that he “only lives
A traditional biopic,
inside his brain.”
especially one about a
Arriving in this country
humorless physicist who
with a genius for science
lived inside his head,
and languages, and speakwould not attract audiences. So ing perfect English almost immediately,
Almereyda along with his star Ethan Tesla is never savvy about financial
Hawke, decided to intersperse fantasy, matters and he is easily taken advantage
fact, and anachronisms throughout the of. Edison promises him $50,000 to help
film. We see this approach early in the him with some work on currents. When
movie as we watch Tesla (Hawke) and Tesla completes his work and asks for
Edison (Kyle MacLachlan) licking ice his payment, Edison refuses to pay him
cream cones as they argue about the and says, “You don’t understand the
advantages of AC and DC currents. The American sense of humor.”
two antagonists end up jamming their
Tesla gets slightly better treatment
unfinished cones into each other’s tai- from George Westinghouse (Jim
lored suits, an act of aggression that Gaffigan) who hires him to develop
either might be capable of doing. But electrical applications of AC circuitry
we are told later that this never really that culminate in Westinghouse being
happened.
able to provide the lighting for the 1893
Almereyda and Hawke also brighten World’s Fair in Chicago. The Fair used
the tone of the film by using Anne more electricity than all of the city of
Morgan (Eve Hewson), the daughter of Chicago. Yet Westinghouse ends up losJ.P. Morgan, as the narrator. With her, ing money on the event and pulling
we have a lovely, bright, and gracious Tesla down with him.
presence to guide us through the scienThrough the decades, the scientist
tific and financially harrowing moments Nikola Tesla has had many fans who see
in Tesla’s life. She has been attracted to him as an overlooked genius ahead of
Tesla from their first meeting. Anne his time even as he lived on into the
senses in him a genius in the pursuit of 1940s. Another genius, Elon Musk, has
science but a naïveté in the financial chosen to commemorate him by naming
world that her father dominates. When his iconic car Tesla.
J.P. writes Tesla a check for $100,000,
The film is available on Video on
Anne mentally equates it with his gift to Demand.

TWO HITS: Don’t Miss it!
A HIT & A MISS: You Might Like it.
TWO MISSES: Don’t Bother.

When STAGEStheatre was started
almost thirty years ago, we had no idea
how long we would be around or how
many stages we would move through as
an organization. Looking back, it’s been
a fantastic, wild ride.
In March of 2020, it became clear to
us that COVID-19 was here for a while,
that it was going to take a significant toll
on all live entertainment, and quite possibly decimate many, if not all, small
venues as we were left with no way to
keep our doors open to the public.
Theatre is a face-to-face experience,
and right now the circumstances that we
find ourselves in as a country do not
seem to favor a return to that form anytime soon.
Appropriate provisions have not been
made to support small businesses and
non-profits in these unprecedented
times, so it is with boundless hope for a
bright future that we are announcing at
this time that STAGEStheatre will be
closing our theatre space at 400 E.
Commonwealth Ave in Fullerton.
Leaving the theatre space allows us to
streamline our entire organization so
that once it is safe to return to live performances we will be situated in the

most ideal position possible. It will
allow us to consolidate our resources
and reduce our payables for the foreseeable future.
This in no way means that
STAGEStheatre as an organization is
closing. STAGEStheatre is more than a
building. Indeed, although we have been
at our home in Fullerton for the longest
stretch of time, it is not our first venue.
Our intention is to take this time to reorganize, fundraise, and plan our return
when it is deemed safe to do so. We
make this decision so that we may live
to play another day.
There are countless fond memories we
leave in our Fullerton home as we begin
looking toward the future and to the next
stage in our journey. We thank each and
every one of you for your years of support and patronage and we hope that
once we are able to, you will come out
and See More Theatre!
In gratitude and love,
The Board of Directors of
STAGEStheatre:
Patti Cumby, Amanda DeMaio,
April Skinner, Jon Gaw, Mo Arii,
Mary Krell-Oishi, and Roxzan Botash
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COMMUNITY OPINIONS

Out of My Mind
by Jon Dobrer © 2020

ALL DISEASES MATTER
My aunt Rose died of Scleroderma, a friends call “Invincible Ignorance,”
relatively rare disease. In fact, it’s much of White society still lives in
almost an orphan disease. With all the denial and believes that however terrible
big name illnesses, Scleroderma gets and wrong slavery was, it’s no longer an
lost. Its neglect may be malign but is issue. However unfair segregation was,
probably due to the more common med- de jure segregation no longer exists and
ical issues with which we’re more per- even de facto segregation is disappearsonally involved.
ing. Neither of these positions is true.
If I put a sign up on my lawn that says
The Roberts Court got rid of key ele“Scleroderma Matters,” I’d venture to ments of the landmark Voting Rights Act
say that no one would believe that my of 1964. Apparently, they believed that
attempt to make people
suppression of the
aware of both its exisAfrican American voter
tence and its neglect in
was a thing of the past,
no way implies that I
and we were, by 2013,
mean that “Cancer does
evolved beyond the
If I put a sign on
not matter” or “Heart
need to protect the right
my lawn that says
Disease does not matto vote for African
“Scleroderma
ter.” No! Most would
Americans. The Roberts
Matters,”
correctly understand
Court
was
simply
that my advocacy of
wrong.
I’d venture to say
one does not denigrate
The Court seemed
that no one would
other ailments.
willfully blind in disrebelieve that my
Were someone to
garding Ruth Baderattempt to make
somehow take offense
Ginsberg’s withering
and put up on their
dissent. They acted as if
people aware of its
lawn a sign saying, “All
they didn’t see voter
existence and
Diseases Matter,” it
registration being ethniits neglect in no
would be true, but I
cally cleansed of people
way implies that I
might well infer it to be
of color. Nor did they
a criticism of my posirecognize the truckloads
mean that “Cancer
tion and priority. I
of dirty tricks used to
does not matter.”
would try to assume
prevent people of color
their benign intention
from using their franbut I would wonder if
chise, the franchise paid
they missed my point or
for with the blood of
twisted my intent.
martyrs—black
and
Black Lives Matter does not imply white. Polling places were closed in
that White Lives Don’t Matter or that minority areas. Polling places were
Blue Lives Don’t Matter. Black Lives moved, sometimes beyond the city limMatter means that Black Lives ALSO its—having the predictable effect of disMatter—not more than other lives, but couraging people at the lower end of the
certainly not less. Yet, Black people economic spectrum who weren’t able to
have largely not experienced that their take five hours waiting in line or find
lives matter to much of the White world, transportation out of, not just their
to our largely white male-led institutions neighborhood but their actual towns.
of government, commerce, education, The old poll tax and literacy test (e.g.
and industry.
“Recite the entire Declaratioin of
Subjugated, oppressed and enslaved Independence”) soon gave way to voter
since our founding, Black people would ID requirements. Just which segment of
need to live with willful ignorance and our society is least likely to have a birth
persistent denial of our history to certificate, a passport or a drivers
believe that their lives, their suffering license? If you guess poor, rural, and
and their deaths matter to much of our older African Americans, you’d be corsociety. We seem to have reached the rect.
point where such denial is no longer
Today, Attorney General Barr denies
possible—for
people
of
color. that we have systemic racism. When you
Tragically, and with what my Catholic analyze how crimes are charged and
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punished by race, you find vast differences by race from school suspensions
to marijuana sentences, to all drug
arrests that result in prison time rather
than diversion. When you look at police
shootings, yes more Whites than Blacks
are shot, but Blacks represent around
11% of the population but do 33% of the
dying due to the police.
Yes, most cops are good and decent
and want to do the right thing. I can tell
my children and grandchildren that the
police are their friends, a resource in difficult situations. But I can’t tell my relatives of color the same thing, because it
wouldn’t be true, and they could get
killed. White perpetrators of mass shootings are often taken alive. Black people
are choked for selling loose cigarettes
(Eric Garner) or on suspicion of passing
a counterfeit $20 (George Floyd). Black
men are shot for “reaching for their
waistbands.” Not even being naked is
protective (Daniel Prude).
We easily blame police over-reaction
on a “few bad apples.” Maybe true, but
when peaceful protests are overtaken by
a few thugs and looters, we never hear,
“it was just a few bad apples.” Bad cops
are apparently apples while bad protestors are ANTIFA, Communists, and
Anarchists. A very strange double standard.
Now the looters (mostly male and
non-political—as is the nature of thuggery) are met with right wing thugs—
whom our president characterizes as
“patriots.” We are in danger of tearing
ourselves apart.
This coming election may not be
decided on either COVID-19 or the
economy. It may come down to the selfharm done by passionate partisans, not
to each other but to themselves. Every
African American abused by the police
or militia thugs will result in more
African Americans and White activists
voting for Biden. Every window broken,
every rock or Molotov Cocktail hurled at
businesses and the police will result in
votes for Trump.
Our violence, our discord, our nearly
unbridgeable political chasm are diseases affecting not only the body politic
but the soul of this nation. And All
Diseases Matter!

Re-Elect Congressman
Gil Cisneros
Thank you for your excellent early
September article contrasting the candidates for the 39th Congressional
District.
There are many good reasons to reelect Congressman Gil Cisneros. I
would like to mention another one. A
“Legislative Scorecard” is put out by the
Humane Society of the United States
Legislative Fund based on how each
member of Congress has voted on issues
concerning the welfare of both domestic
and wild animals. Congressman
Cisneros has scored 100. He is also a
member of the Congressional Animal
Protection Caucus.
Young Kim has not served in
Congress so we cannot know for sure
what her score would be if she were
elected. Perhaps we can get a clue from
a couple of the “no” votes listed in your
article (a “no” on a bill prohibiting captivity and breeding of orcas, and “no” on
a bill prohibiting the sale of ivory and
rhino horn). The score of her mentor Ed
Royce was consistently low except for
his last term when it came up slightly.
Penny Hlavac
Fullerton
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Cost Savings for Fullerton Police
A huge local sales tax is completely
unnecessary for Fullerton. It turns out
that 12 Orange County cities contract
with the Orange County Sheriff's
Department (OCSD) for their policing at
an average annual cost of $221 per resident. Yorba Linda, which began contracting with OCSD in 2013, only pays
OCSD $180 per resident. By contrast,
the cost this year for the Fullerton Police
Department to provide policing for
Fullerton is $345 per resident. If
Fullerton contracted with OCSD for the
$221 per resident average price that 12
OC cities pay, we would save
$18,000,000 per year. And, if Fullerton
got the same deal with OCSD that Yorba
Linda has, we would save $24,000,000
per year. It would not take many years
for $18 million to $24 million annually
spent on Fullerton's streets and roads for
them to become great again. So, why
doesn't the Fullerton City Council get a
bid from OCSD to do our policing? In
fact, this was tried. As The Observer in
its recent July 2020 issue reported, the
City Council 8 years ago voted on a

motion to seek such a bid; but, unfortunately, the motion lost by just one vote,
3-2. The Observer's article then went on
to point out that since then "the police
union--and firefighters union--have
endorsed enough successful candidates
every 2 years to give them a comfortable
majority on the Council who are not
likely to cut their budgets or initiate any
drastic reforms." What we clearly need
is 3 Council members who possess
enough sense to seek a bid for our policing from OCSD. Such a bid, once it is
obtained and accepted, will likely save
our city millions of dollars each year.
You don't raise taxes during a pandemiccaused economic depression or recession. All that does is make life even
more difficult for financially hardpressed residents and businesses. Let's
instead get a bid from OCSD for our
policing and elect Council members
who are not beholden to the local police
and firefighters unions.
Bob Stevenson
Fullerton

RAT PATROL NEAR GRISSOM PARK
My neighbor and I noticed fewer rats
in our yards recently and then I saw a
Great Horned Owl fly over at dusk. Ahha. This expert natural predator might
be the reason. This morning I heard the
soothing gentle hooting call of this magnificent bird. I am grateful to have this
help in the battle with the hordes of rats
in our yard near Grissom Park. Last
year we trapped 16 rats and this year the
tally is seven.
These birds relieve us of the distasteful job and I am writing to make sure
everyone knows using rat poison will
kill the owls. Perhaps you heard the
news that two Mountain Lions were
found dead probably due to eating poisoned rats. Here are three things we all
can do to increase the help from the
owls:

1) Use snap traps instead of rat poison.
2) Use Havahart traps instead of rat
poison such as Havahart model 0745.
Bait the traps in the evening, check in
the morning, don’t leave the traps in the
sun, disable when you cannot frequently
check to release any ‘innocent’ creatures. Try walnuts as bait. Drowning is
an option for the caught rat.
3) Inform everyone on your street
about the owls and how to keep them
safe. Owl territories are large and extend
far beyond Grissom Park.
Keep all birds safe by pruning your
trees and shrubs September through
January. Baby birds are out of their
nests and nesting season is over for this
year.
Susan Bulger
Fullerton

Re: Orange County COVID-19 Update
Matthew Leslie’s article in the Early
September Observer, “Orange County
COVID-19 Update” was excellent. Yes,
why is Dr. Chau getting two jobs when
some of us can't find one?
Since the beginning of this pandemic,
I've been appalled at the lack of communication to OC residents. Los Angles
Mayor Garcetti has a DAILY email
about the pandemic.

Since March 2020, I have received
under 10 emails from Supervisor
Chaffee. I can imagine that emails from
the other Supervisors to their constituents are similar in number.
In my mind, OC's Board of
Supervisors has been negligent in their
duty to keep us informed.
Susan L. Petrella
Fullerton

HOW TO VOICE YOUR OPINION
The Community Opinion pages provide a free forum for the community. The Observer welcomes letters on any subject of interest. Opinions
are those of the writer. We must verify your identity, but we allow initials only and town to be printed if desired, or anonymous in print if a
reasonable case can be made as to why that is necessary. Opinions sent
to us without name, address and phone number will not be printed. Due
to space issues shorter letters have a better chance of getting in. Please
add your contact information so we can verify. Thanks!
contact@fullertonobserver.com

or mail to:
Fullerton Observer,
PO Box 7051,
Fullerton CA 92834
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IS THERE LIFE BEYOND PLASTIC?
threatens the fossil fuel industry, oil
companies are racing to make more
“Plastics!”
plastic. But they face two problems:
Yeah, it’s everywhere…not just in Many markets are already awash with
grocery store aisles and department plastic, and few countries are willing to
stores and every other commercial outlet be dumping grounds for the world’s
you can think of, not to mention your plastic waste.”
own cupboards and closets and trashSo, The New York Times informed us a
cans, but on the grass and on the side- few days ago, in a potpourri of ironic
walks, in the landfills, in the lakes and reporting. The climate crisis is “threatrivers, in the oceans. And it doesn’t go ening” the fossil fuel industry? Not like
away. Ever.
the rest of us are threatened by it — by
You know, it doesn’t biodegrade. And the planet becoming increasingly less
“the vast majority of all plastic made up habitable — but by the “inevitable
to now, will likely not be recycled,” Zoë decline” in the demand for fossil fuels.
Schlanger writes in Quartz. “And it will So the industry is “pivoting to plastics”
exist virtually forever,
to use up their oversupcrumbling
into
ply of oil and gas, but
microplastics
that
faces two problems with
show up most everythis: Most markets are
where scientists look
“awash” in plastic and,
for them.”
beyond that, we’re runNot one square
That would include,
ning out of countries to
mile of surface
according to the
dump the plastic when
ocean anywhere
Center for Biological
it’s time to throw it
Diversity, the Great
away.
on Earth is free
Pacific
Garbage
Before we go on, at
of plastic pollution. least
Patch: “a gyre of plasone question restic debris in the northonates like “a gyre of
central
Pacific
plastic
debris.”
At current rates
Ocean” about double
Recycling stuff, which
plastic is expected
the size of Texas. And
we claim to be doing,
to outweigh all
even that’s just a
doesn’t actually mean
small part of it: “At
...recycling it. It means
the fish in the
current rates plastic is
shipping it to other
sea by 2050.
expected to outweigh
countries to do whatever
all the fish in the sea
they want with it, which
by 2050.”
primarily means disPlastics pollution
carding it. So the queshas a direct and deadtion sits there. Why can’t
ly effect on wildlife.
the richest, most domiThousands of seabirds and sea turtles, nant country on Earth deal with — by
seals, and other marine mammals are which I mean, actually recycle and reuse
killed each year after ingesting plastic or — its own trash? Again, from The New
getting entangled in it.
York Times:
“Dead seabirds are often found with
In 2019, American exporters shipped
stomachs full of plastic. . . .Dead whales more than 1 billion pounds of plastic
have been found with bellies full of plas- waste to 96 countries including Kenya,
tic.”
ostensibly to be recycled, according to
And, oh yeah: “In the first decade of trade statistics. But much of the waste,
this century, we made more plastic than often containing the hardest-to-recycle
all the plastic in history up to the year plastics, instead ends up in rivers and
2000. And every year, billions of pounds oceans.
of more plastic end up in the world’s
And after China closed its ports to
oceans. Studies estimate there are now most plastic trash in 2018, exporters
15-51 trillion pieces of plastic in the have been looking for new dumping
world’s oceans — from the equator to grounds. Exports to Africa more than
the poles, from Arctic ice sheets to the quadrupled in 2019 from a year earlier.
sea floor. Not one square mile of surface
So Big Oil, focusing on Kenya as the
ocean anywhere on earth is free of plas- hub, sees Africa as the place that will
tic pollution.”
save it, both as marketplace and dumpAll of which sets the context for ing ground. But there are a few probanother piece of news. Big Oil, you lems with this. Kenya has recently
might say, has become the new enacted some strict regulations, banning
Benjamin Braddock. I refer, of course, plastic bags and other single-use plastic.
to that iconic moment in the 1967 movie And something known as the Basel
The Graduate, in which Dustin Convention, an international treaty —
Hoffman’s character, a recent college unratified by the United States — puts
graduate, gets a shocking poke of career restrictions on the ability of rich nations
advice from an older guy: “Plastics!”
to ship unwanted trash to poor nations.
The sarcastic humor of this iconic But lobbyists for the oil industry are
anti-establishment movie at the dawn of hoping to influence a U.S. trade agreethe late ’60s has, you might say, biode- ment to pressure Kenya to ease up on its
graded somewhat more than the actual plastic restrictions and open the contisubject of the sarcasm. Plastic is too all- nent to both the industry’s products and
pervasive now to be as funny as it used its waste.
to be. It’s simply part of life — not just
What are we doing to ourselves? Is
our lives but the lives of every being on there life beyond plastic? I certainly
the planet. All of which sets the context have no answers, but the questions flow
for a recent bit of news, which has without stop. And they won’t break
pulled my attention beyond the simmer- down.
ing social issues of the day, including
the violence and racism that seem so
Robert Koehler
impervious to change. Suddenly I find (koehlercw@gmail.com), syndicated
myself in a state of gasping incredulity by PeaceVoice, is a Chicago awardthat our long-term future seems to matwinning journalist and editor.
ter far less than . . . short-term profit for
He is the author of Courage
some.
Grows Strong at the Wound.
“Confronting a climate crisis that
by Robert C. Koehler
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Elizabeth “Clemie” Fraser
August 3, 1937 – August 3, 2020
Our mom, Elizabeth Clement
“Clemie” Fraser, passed away peacefully and was promoted to Heaven on her
83rd birthday, August 3, 2020, right at
the end of our family’s 55th annual
“Beach Week” trip. We feel fortunate
that we were all able to share our love
for her in person during her last days.
Clemie was preceded
in death by her parents,
Elizabeth Agnes and
Howard Clement Rile,
her sisters, June Berthel
and Claudette Proctor,
and her brother, Howard
Rile, Jr.
She is survived by her
loving husband, Dr.
John Fraser, their five
children, Pam (Chris)
Bowman,
John,
Maureen (Jeff) Robertson, Terri (Tim)
Sarhatt, Jim Fraser and eight grandchildren.
After Mom’s passing, we found a shoe
box in her closet. In it were love letters
from 1961 from our Dad who was
attending medical school in Milwaukee
to our Mom who was working at the
phone company in Pasadena. In these
letters they were planning their wedding
and future, as well as sharing their love
for each other. Both Mom and Dad came

from humble origins and were working
hard. Two lines of one particular letter
stood out. These lines read, "Being poor
is (hard). One day our boat will come
in.” How right Dad was about the second line, as together over the following
59 years they became rich in love, rich
in family, and rich in community.
Mom was kind. Mom
was
compassionate.
Mom was funny. Mom
loved wine.
We would like to thank
all of the friends and
communities that were
integral to Mom. All of
you were family to her
and are family to us.
From her Pasadena community growing up, our
St. Mary's community
(especially Sister K and the “Holy
Rollers”), our "The Beach" community
(the Galipeau and Cornwell families),
Dr. and Mrs. Joe Lawton, and to any/all
others that we may have missed - Thank
you!
A family-only prayer service was held
outdoors at St. Angela’s in Brea on
August 8, 2020. A celebration of
Clemie’s life will be held at a later date
when it is safe to do so.

Those who died in Orange County
“Without Fixed Abode” (Homeless)
during the Month of August 2020
(source: OC Coroner’s Office)
Cesar DE LA ROSA GARDUNO who died on August 1 in Santa Ana
Milvia SCHINAIA who died on August 2 in Newport Beach
David LINDEMUTH who died on August 2 in Orange
Jorge CERVANTES GARCIA who died on August 3 in Orange
Jennifer FINNEY who died on August 6 in Orange
Nathan WOODRUFF who died on August 6 in Lake Forest
Derrick GOLIGHTLY who died on August 7 in Westminster
Scott BARNES who died on August 8 in Anaheim
Angela DEMYERS who died on August 11 in Anaheim
Michael TUTWILER who died on August 12 in Anaheim
David KIM who died on August 12 in Fullerton
Rhonda HODGES who died on August 16 in Fullerton
Shawn FICQUETTE who died on August 17 in Costa Mesa
Ryan VILLANUEVA who died on August 18 in Anaheim
John SISOLAK who died on August 18 in Costa Mesa
Gustavo GASPER who died on August 19 in Anaheim
Randall POWELL who died on August 20 in Santa Ana
Douglas MORENTIN who died on August 24 in Santa Ana
Jeff JERUE who died on August 24 in Laguna Niguel
Chase CHRISTOPHER who died on August 26 in Anaheim
Melvin WALKER who died on August 26 in Buena Park
Chela LONG who died on August 27 in Santa Ana
Danny MCKRILL who died on August 27 in Anaheim
Jay COX who died on August 27 in Anaheim
Donald MUCKLEROY who died on August 28 in Santa Ana
Austin MOORE who died on August 30 in Anaheim
Tymisha GRAY who died on August 31 in Anaheim
May they rest in peace.

HANK DURON
In the early morning on Monday,
August 24, 2020, Henry “Hank” Peter
Duron, of Fullerton, California passed
away peacefully. Hank was being comforted by family and friends at home at
the time of his passing. He was 97 years
old.
Henry was born in Santa Ana,
California on July 20, 1923 to Lucina
and Francisco Duron. He enjoyed his
childhood growing up with his brothers,
Harvey, Paul, and Ruben in their home
at 905 E. Washington Ave., in Santa
Ana. Henry graduated from Santa Ana
High School where he participated in
sports like basketball and track. After
graduating, he worked several jobs
including the one at the Orange Packing
House.
On January 9, 1943 Henry was inducted into the United States Army where he
would serve overseas with the
823rd Tank Destroyer Battalion as a
Light Machine Gunner where he battled
in Northern France, Rhineland,
Ardennes-Alsace, and Central Europe.
On December 14, 1944 he was wounded. While recovering in a hospital in
England, he contracted gangrene in his
arm, and he was given a “new drug”
called penicillin that would help in saving his arm. Henry was awarded several
medals including American Campaign
Medal, European African Middle
Eastern Campaign Medal, Good
Conduct Medal, and a Purple Heart.
After leaving the Army in 1945,
Henry went back to school at Cal-Aero
Technical Institute in Glendale,
California where he majored in engine
and aircraft mechanics. He received his
Airman Certificate on October 24, 1947.
He began his career in the late 1940s at
El Toro Marine Corp Base as a maintenance overhaul mechanic on the DC-3
airplane. On August 30, 1954 Henry
started working for Douglas Aircraft
Company, which would later become
The Boeing Company. During his time
there he maintained many airplanes,
including the MD-80, MD-11, and DC10. Henry was featured in an article
called “I Build Airplanes.” He said,

“After so many years spent fixing everything from the brakes to the flaps, I
know where everything is. If I had a
helper, I could take it up.” He
believed in doing the job right, and
teaching others the way it should be
done. Henry retired from his job after 46
years.
Henry loved to go dancing; this is
where he would meet the love of his life,
Gloria Morales. They were married on
November 20, 1955 at Our Lady of
Guadalupe Church in Santa Ana. They
moved to Fullerton, making this their
permanent family residence where they
raised two loving and devoted children,
Michael Anthony and Anna Maria. They
were married for 62 years until her passing in 2018.
During his life Henry enjoyed bowling, working on cars, going out to dinner, and spending time with his
family, especially his grandsons.
Henry was a member of the American
Legion Newport Harbor Post 291 where
he would take his family to pancake
breakfasts and to spend the day at the
beach. Henry loved listening to Big
Band music, Frank Sinatra, Herb Alpert
and Mexican music.
Henry was loved by many. He will be
remembered for his smile, the twinkle in
his eyes, his sense of humor, his devotion to his family and friends, his laugh,
and his dance moves. He was kind,
sweet, and a joy to be around.
Henry P. Duron is survived by his son
Michael A. Duron, Sr., daughter Anna
M. Duron, grandsons Michael A. Duron
Jr., Mitchel A. Duron, and Nathaniel
Duron Owens, and his brother Paul
Duron.
We salute Henry's life and honor him
in memories great and small. We will
always miss him and what he meant to
us all. Thank you to all our family and
friends for the most incredible love and
support you have shown.
A Funeral Mass was held on
September 11, 2020 at Saint Mary’s
Catholic Church in Fullerton. He was
laid to rest with his wife at Loma Vista
Memorial Park in Fullerton.
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PUZZLE MASTER
Valerie Brickey
was born in
Fullerton and
returned to raise
her family here.
She has been
contributing
puzzles since 2014.

Enrique Muñoz gave away free comics to pay it forward to elementary schools.

Free Comic Book Day at
Comic Hero University by Yvonne Villasenor
Comic Hero University owner
Enrique Muñoz gave away free comics
to pay it forward to elementary schools
in May. Fullerton’s friendly neighborhood Spider-Man was back at it again,
this time with his very own Free Comic
Book Day on September 12.
Free Comic Book Day, an annual
event in the comic book industry, is typically held on the first Saturday in May.
But like everything else this year, it was
unsurprisingly postponed due to
COVID-19.
Muñoz gave away upwards of 5,000
comics. Each person who stoped by
Comic Hero University could take 5 free
books.
Muñoz believes there are comic books
for everybody. The pay-it-forward program, he said, showed him kids are
excited about comic books.
“I've always had a lot of projects and
programs in my head that are all geared
towards helping kids learn how to read.
These programs all involved comic

books. If I could see that the kids are all
here, then I could always take another
step into creating some of these programs with some of the people that I
know and the help that I can get,”
Muñoz said.
Muñoz contacted the Fullerton School
District to help spread the word about
his comic book giveaway.
Pacific Drive Elementary School
Principal Kelly Castillo said readers
were excited to dive into the genre.
“Engaging with graphic novels allows
our students to see themselves as the
superheroes that they all are,” Castillo
said via email. “Thank you to Comic
Hero University for all that you do to
support the Fullerton community.”
In addition to free comics, SpiderGwen and Captain Marvel cosplayers
were in attendance for photo ops. Jesse
Moriarty, the artist for Comic Hero
University’s funnies, also did caricatures on comic books of people as
heroes.

Local Student’s Poem Selected
for National Publication
Megan Casaday of Stephens Avenue
in Fullerton has had her poetry entry in
the National High School Poetry
Contest accepted for publication. The
poem entitled, “The Girl with the
Colorful Socks” appeared in a recent
edition of the American High School
Poets “Of Faith and Inspiration” anthology.
"Of Faith and Inspiration" is a meaningful study of inspirational and faithbased poetry written by teenagers from
all over the country. It explores how

FUHS Gym
Demolition
The FUHS Historic Gym is slated to
be demolished the week of Sept 27, so
Fullertonians are encouraged to say
goodbye as there are many, many memories in that building. FUHS is planning
an event on Friday, Sept 25 from 5-7 pm
called the FUHS Historic Gym
Memorial Celebration. Come and say
goodbye to “The Pit.”

today's teens approach matters of faith,
hope, religion, and nature. It is a quarterly publication and is published by the
Live Poets Society of NJ in conjunction
with JUST POETRY!!!, the National
High
School
Poetry
Quarterly
Magazine.
Megan is the daughter of Eric and Lisa
Casaday and attends Fullerton Union
High School under the tutelage of language arts instructor Mr. Leo Indelicato.
Megan plans to go to college, but has
no specifics at this time.

LOCAL ONLY CLASSIFIEDS
Call (714) 525-6402
or visit www.fullertonobserver.com

The Fullerton Observer provides space for NEIGHBORS to advertise. To
participate you must have a local phone number. Contractors must provide
valid licenses. Editor reserves right to reject any ad not considered suitable
for our family newspaper. The cost of a classified is $15 for 50 words or less
per issue. The Observer assumes no liability for ads placed here. However,
if you have a complaint or compliment about a service, please let us know
at (714) 525-6402. Call City Hall at (714) 738-6531 to inquire about business licenses. For contractor license verification go to the California State
Contractor License Board website at www.cslb.ca.gov.

Teacher Support for Your Children
Individual or small group teaching in your home. Credentialed, Experienced,
Highly Recommended. •CA Certified K-12 •40+ years teaching experience
•Specializing in Special Education and literacy •Fluent Spanish speaker. Sheri
Spiller, MA (714) 688-6241 iteachla@gmail.com. Your children will thrive with
direct instruction, support, and organization.

WANTED
OLDER ENGINEERING & TECHNICAL BOOKS: Engineering, physics,
mathematics, electronics, aeronautics, welding, woodworking, HVAC, metalworking, and other types of technical books purchased. Large collections (25+ books)
preferred. Please call Deborah: (714) 528-8297.

BALANCE & CHANGE
When You do Something Wrong, Apologize
When you do something wrong,
apologize. That seems like a simple
statement. However, it can be very
difficult for many people. Life is not
a sport where the person with the
highest score, wins. It is about being
a good human.
So, again, if you have done something wrong, apologize. Apologize
for your behaviors. Merely saying,
“I am sorry if your feelings are hurt,”
is not an apology. You are still not
owning up to what you have done.
Apologize for your words.
Apologize for what you did to create

those hurt feelings. Simply apologizing is not enough either. If you continue to do the same behavior over
and over again, then apologizing
right after that does not make everything okay. You need to consciously
try and change your behaviors. I am
not saying that you never get to
make a mistake. We all do that, probably daily. However, own up to it
and then try to improve.
Apologizing does not mean that
you have lost. It means that you are
growing as a person and healing
relationships. I call that a win.

INDIVIDUAL, COUPLE & FAMILY THERAPY
MICHELLE GOTTLIEB Psy.D., MFT
305 N. Harbor Blvd, Suite 202,
Fullerton, CA 92832
714-879-5868 x5 www.michellegottlieb.com
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